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Dover is a diversified global manufacturer and solutions provider with 
annual revenue of approximately $8 billion. We deliver innovative equipment 

and components, consumable supplies, aftermarket parts, software and digital 
solutions, and support services through five operating segments: Engineered 

Products, Clean Energy & Fueling, Imaging & Identification, Pumps & Process Solutions 
and Climate & Sustainability Technologies. Dover combines global scale with operational 

agility to lead the markets we serve. Recognized for our entrepreneurial approach for over 
65 years, our team of over 25,000 employees takes an ownership mindset, collaborating with 

customers to redefine what’s possible. Headquartered in Downers Grove, Illinois, Dover trades on the 
New York Stock Exchange under “DOV.” Additional information is available at dovercorporation.com.

About Dover

Financial Highlights

$7.63 
Adjusted
2021 EPS(1) 

+16% 
Annualized Growth
4 Years 
Ended 12/31/21(1)

$7.9 
Billion 
2021 Revenue

$944 
Million 
2021 Free Cash Flow(1)

+13% 
Annualized Growth
4 Years 
Ended 12/31/21(1)

$1.99 
Dividend Per 
Share in 2021

66 
Consecutive 
Years Of 
Dividend Growth

(1) Reconciliations of non-GAAP measures are available on the Investor Relations section of our website under Annual Reports.

View the

2021 Annual Report

4% 
Annualized Organic 
Growth 4 Years 
Ended 12/31/21(1)
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http://dovercorporation.com
https://investors.dovercorporation.com/annual-reports
https://investors.dovercorporation.com/annual-reports
https://investors.dovercorporation.com/annual-reports
https://investors.dovercorporation.com/annual-reports
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Our Five Operating Segments

Engineered 
Products

Clean 
Energy & 
Fueling

Imaging & 
Identification

Pumps & 
Process

Solutions

 Climate & 
Sustainability 
Technologies

Watch Video Watch Video Watch VideoWatch Video Watch Video

Delivering industry-leading 
equipment, components 
and software serving 
the vehicle service, 
environmental solutions 
and other end markets.

Providing a comprehensive 
portfolio of safety and 
efficiency solutions for 
the convenience retail, 
fueling and clean energy, 
cryogenic gas and vehicle 
wash markets.

Leading the design and 
manufacture of equipment, 
consumables and software, 
in addition to providing 
support services for the 
marking & coding, product 
traceability and digital 
textile printing markets.

Creating performance-
critical solutions and 
products for the safe 
handling of fluids across 
the chemical, hygienic, 
biopharma, oil & gas and 
industrial markets.

Developing and supplying 
innovative and energy-
efficient equipment and 
systems serving the 
commercial refrigeration, 
heating & cooling and 
beverage packaging 
equipment markets.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_5i3YvWwxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U944O_77gHM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijBsENI5k2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipT-EzFntSE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ev7_mxZP658


Engineered Products
Delivering industry-leading equipment, components and 
software serving the vehicle service, environmental 
solutions and other end markets. Click to Read More

The new Heil PT1100 Rear Loader by 
Environmental Solutions Group represents 
a completely new take on what a rear loader 
should be. Heil designed the PT1100 with 
operator safety in mind, including hydraulic 
tailgate locks and the ability to eject its 
payload while the driver remains safely in 
the cab. And as with all Heil products, the 
PT1100 is Connected Collections™ ready, 
providing fleet owners with information that 
allows them to make better decisions – faster.
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https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/engineered-products
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrFswqGce8I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNhdRiZv-40


Engineered Products

Engineering a wide range of 
industry-specific winches, hoists, 
slewing ring bearings, swing drives, 
electronic monitoring and object 
detection systems and more for key 
industrial markets

Delivering market-leading quality 
and innovation for benchtop 
soldering and dispensing solutions 
in electronics and industrial 
product assembly

Innovating to produce solutions 
that process, transport and trans-
form the solid waste stream into 
sustainable resources that benefit 
customers and communities

Manufacturing work-holding 
and flexible-automation components, 
including clamps, grippers, indexers, 
slides, conveyers, robotic tooling, 
and remote handling products

Developing the best in vehicle 
lifting, wheel service, ADAS 
calibration, diagnostic, and collision 
repair equipment along with the 
world’s highest quality powertrain 
disconnect products

Providing mission-critical radio 
frequency and microwave filters, 
switches and subsystems 
for the defense, aerospace, 
telecommunications and space 
markets

Operating Companies

The R1065 Mobile Tablet Aligner, from 
Vehicle Service Group’s Rotary Lift, 
offers shops of all sizes an easy-to-use 
solution for performing wheel alignments 
and provides real-time guidance while 
removing guesswork for the technician.
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http://www.okinternational.com/
https://www.destaco.com/
https://www.doveresg.com/
https://vsgdover.com/
https://www.dovertwg.com/
http://www.dovermpg.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUSEK46_GVI
https://vsgdover.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_5i3YvWwxQ


Microwave Products Group, comprised of 
five elite brands: BSC Filters™, Dow-Key 
Microwave®, Espy™, K&L Microwave®, 
and Pole/Zero®, is a leading global 
provider of mission-critical, engineered 
electronic components and subsystems 
with six world-class business development 
and manufacturing locations.

Engineered Products

Widely used within the Automotive 
industry, DESTACO’s Robotic Tooling is 
incorporated into Robotic cell applications 
for transferring parts into and from various 
types of high-speed and hot stamping 
press lines. DESTACO’s Accelerate® 
End-of-Arm Tooling is lightweight and 
helps stamping press operators speed up 
production lines with greater efficiencies.

TWG serves the Infrastructure, 
Energy, Recovery, Natural Resource, 
and Marine markets, providing a 
range of essential parts and products 
across seven model lines: DP Winch, 
Gear Products, Greer, Pullmaster, 
LANTEC, Tulsa Winch, and RUFNEK.

Telemanipulators by Central Research 
Laboratories (CRL), a DESTACO company, 
allow operators to perform work remotely in 
high radiation or hazardous environments. This 
Model G Telemanipulator is ideal for use in the 
production of radio isotopes used in critical 
medical diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. 
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https://dovermpg.com
https://www.bscfilters.com
https://www.dowkey.com
https://www.dowkey.com
https://espy.com
https://www.klmicrowave.com
https://polezero.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0tIm3gnTiM
https://www.destaco.com/lightweight-tooling
https://www.destaco.com/lightweight-tooling
https://www.dovertwg.com/
https://crlsolutions.com/telemanipulators-for-radiopharmaceutical-production
https://crlsolutions.com/
https://crlsolutions.com/


Clean Energy & Fueling
Providing a comprehensive portfolio of safety and efficiency 
solutions for the convenience retail, fueling and clean energy, 
cryogenic gas and vehicle wash markets. Click to Read More

The Dover Fueling Solutions 
Anthem™ UX user experience 
platform on the Wayne Ovation® 
fuel dispenser is an immersive digital 
experience during the refueling 
process. Available from Dover 
Fueling Solutions (DFS) in the North 
America market, the Anthem UX 
platform is the first solution to give 
customers the ability to fine tune 
their experience, driving customized, 
targeted promotional strategies 
right at the dispenser. It’s refueling 
reinvented, reimagined and reborn.
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https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/fueling-solutions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUx-LeAFWoY


Clean Energy & Fueling

Operating Companies

OPW’s 14 Series nozzles feature innovative 
patented and patent-pending free-draining spout 
technology designed to serve up a cleaner and 
greener fueling experience for customers.

Defining what’s next in fluid 
handling and car wash innovations 
with technologies that protect 
people and the environment, while 
improving business performance 
for customers worldwide

Advancing fueling and convenience 
retail operations worldwide through 
innovative dispensing technologies, 
point-of-sale (POS) systems, 
automatic tank gauging, and 
wetstock management solutions 

The LIQAL LNG dispenser is a user-friendly, reliable and 
cost-effective solution that complies with all industry 
standards, including the Measuring Instruments Directive 
(MID). Available from DFS in the European market, the 
LIQAL LNG dispenser is an innovative alternative fuel 
solution that is currently experiencing robust adoption. 

In December 2021, OPW acquired 
both Acme Cryogenics and RegO 
and established a new business unit – 
OPW Clean Energy. With its expanded 
capabilities, OPW serves the clean 
energy market by providing solutions 
for alternative fuels, such as LPG, LNG 
and Hydrogen – fuels that can power 
our lives while reducing emissions.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWkAFH5Or8o
https://www.doverfuelingsolutions.com/
https://www.opwglobal.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbeM_wZIlBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTqfkHFtlqU
https://www.acmecryo.com/
https://www.regoproducts.com/


Clean Energy & Fueling

Tokheim, part of Dover Fueling Solutions, 
is committed to providing fuel retailers 
with complete fuel dispensing solutions to 
operate their stations profitably, efficiently 
and safely.

OPW Vehicle Wash Solutions brings 
together three of the most trusted names 
in the car wash industry - Belanger, PDQ, 
and Innovative Control Systems (ICS). 
Together, these companies create a 
revolutionary single source for all vehicle 
wash needs. 
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https://www.doverfuelingsolutions.com/tokheim
https://www.doverfuelingsolutions.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cl4OC6_7CGg


Imaging & Identification
Leading the design and manufacture of equipment, consumables and software, in 
addition to providing support services for the marking & coding, product traceability 
and digital textile printing markets. Click to Read More

The MS MiniLario by MS Printing 
Solutions, in combination with 
DIGISTAR BELLAGIO BIB reactive inks 
from JK Group, leads the world of textile 
printing by using digital technology 
to offer flexibility and versatility while 
quickly delivering high-quality prints.
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https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/imaging-identification/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YakjSYqKqiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwIlvGN1iYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwIlvGN1iYA


Imaging & Identification

Operating Companies

Developing effective printing solutions through 
innovative software, inks and consumables, along 
with printing systems for the digital textile, soft 
signage and specialty materials markets

Building connected and safe supply chains 
through innovative marking and coding solutions 
seamlessly integrated with product identification 
and traceability software and services

Markem-Imaje delivers 
intelligent identification and 
traceability solutions, services 
and expertise to empower 
our customers with the right 
information across the supply 
chain. The Markem-Imaje 9450 
is designed to be fully available 
and keep up with increased line 
speed and secure each product 
with the right code.
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https://www.markem-imaje.com/
https://www.doverdigitalprinting.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipT-EzFntSE
https://www.markem-imaje.us/products/product-coding/small-character-inkjet/9450


Pumps & Process Solutions
Creating performance-critical solutions and products for the safe 
handling of fluids across the chemical, hygienic, biopharma, oil & gas 
and industrial markets. Click to Read More

The MicroCNX™ Series single-use genderless sterile 
connectors by CPC (Colder Products Company) are 
designed to disrupt the traditional use of cumbersome 
tube welding. CPC products are recognized for innovation 
and reliability and are preferred connectors in diverse 
applications from electric vehicle charging stations and 
3D printing to ventilators and the production of vaccines. 
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https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/pumps-process-solutions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGdFwdMy5TM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ep7Y8bxBD10


Pumps & Process Solutions

Operating Companies

Polyrex gear pumps by MAAG Group are 
used in compounding applications. They 
ensure the necessary pressure build-up after 
an extruder so that the plastics can be cut 
into plastic pellets in the pelletizer. 

Developing and manufacturing 
integrated and customizable 
systems in process technology 
for the polymer, chemical and 
petrochemical industries

Delivering performance-critical solutions 
for rotating and reciprocating machinery 
across the oil & gas, power generation, 
marine, industrial, chemical and general 
processing markets

Providing connectors, quick 
disconnect couplings and 
fittings for life sciences, 
thermal management and 
industrial applications

Developing innovative pump, metering 
and dispensing solutions that enable 
the safe and efficient transfer of critical 
and valuable fluids and materials that 
require optimal performance and peace 
of mind reliability in applications where 
it matters most

COMPONENTS
PRECISION
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https://maag.com/categories/gear-pumps/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsHud6HLkO0
https://www.cpcworldwide.com/
https://www.psgdover.com/psg
https://www.doverprecision.com/
https://maag.com/entry/


Pumps & Process Solutions

Cook Compression, part of 
Dover Precision Components, 
is the market leader in cylinder 
valves and sealing systems for 
reciprocating compressors. 
Our products increase machine 
uptime and reduce leakage to 
lower carbon emissions.

The MAAG Group is equipped 
with the latest manufacturing 
technologies. Due to the complex 
geometries and different sizes, 
the deburring of our gear pump 
housings is still made manually 
by our highly skilled staff.

As the leading innovator of 
pumps, flow meters, compressors 
and dispensing equipment, PSG 
solutions are utilized across the 
globe to transfer critical fluids 
in a wide range of markets 
such as the paint & coatings, 
biopharma, hygienic, chemical, 
oil & gas, water & wastewater and 
transportation industries.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTUpDfae1Ww
https://maag.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ev7_mxZP658&t=2s


Climate & Sustainability Technologies
Developing and supplying innovative and energy-efficient equipment and 
systems serving the commercial refrigeration, heating & cooling and beverage 
packaging equipment markets. Click to Read More Advansor, part of Dover’s Climate & 

Sustainability Technologies segment, 
designs and produces sustainable CO2 
climate solutions for supermarkets and 
industrial customers around the world.
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https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/refrigeration-and-food-equipment/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0QbF7p8z0M
https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/climate-sustainability-technologies
https://www.dovercorporation.com/segments/climate-sustainability-technologies


Climate & Sustainability Technologies

Designing and manufacturing 
brazed plate heat exchangers 
for HVAC, refrigeration and 
other industrial markets

Manufacturing commercial and 
industrial refrigeration systems, 
refrigerated display cases and 
specialty products along with 
glass and freezer doors and 
lighting systems

Developing creative and 
flexible solutions directly 
for beverage container 
manufacturers and brand 
owners around the world

FOOD RETAIL

Operating Companies

SWEP is a leader in developing innovative 
solutions for heat transfer, paving the way 
to efficient and sustainable energy use. In 
addition to supporting the worldwide trend 
toward electrification, SWEP is also enabling 
the transition to renewable energy sources.
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https://www.swep.net/
http://www.belvac.com/
https://www.hillphoenix.com/company/dover-food-retail/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZE9bXDCS9o


Climate & Sustainability Technologies

Hillphoenix, part of Dover Food 
Retail, offers full store solutions 
from retail display cases and 
merchandisers, to CO2 and 
alternative refrigeration systems 
to design center services.

Belvac supplies the global 
marketplace with the machinery 
and technology to produce 
environmentally responsible 
aluminum cans and bottles. For 
over fifty years, Belvac machinery 
has been utilized to manufacture 
aluminum beverage containers 
throughout the world.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlF1xL9JDgY
https://www.hillphoenix.com/company/dover-food-retail/
https://www.hillphoenix.com/company/dover-food-retail/
https://youtu.be/P6UE4MpX2Qk


Dover Corporation
3005 Highland Parkway
Downers Grove, IL 60515

dovercorporation.com
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